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Linguistic Variation

In Syntax

• variation in the computational system (like, in 

“macroparametric” approaches, Chomsky 1981 ff., 

Baker 1996, 2008, Huang 2005, and many others)

• variation in the setup of features (“microparametric” 

approaches, see the Borer-Chomsky conjecture in Baker 

2008, or clusters of microparameters, Holmberg & 

Roberts 2008 and many others)

• The computational system of language is unique, 

and what needs investigation is the locus of 

variation (for instance, interface conditions that 

are different in different languages)
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Linguistic Variation

In Phonology

Less worry about the locus of variation but more debate 
about models of variation in the grammar:

• different rules systems (Chomsky & Halle 1968)

• parameter theory (Hayes 1995)

• constraint ranking (Prince & Smolensky 2004)
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Coetzee (2006, 2017) AND Adger (2015)

(Adger 2015:14)
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Why phonology is different.
Is it?

Do Syntax and Phonology work with completely 
different tools, in a completely different way?

Sets of operations that are module-specific
Sets of tools that are module-specific
Lexical entries that are module-specific

Biolinguistics: what is special about language; what can’t 
be found in other cognitive systems
But what about similarities across modules? (Nevins 2012)
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What Syntax and Phonology (might) have in common

• Constituent structure / linear order?

• Locality/Cyclicity (Domains)

• Features
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Towards a uniform Theory of Variation

The locus of variation is FEATURES

• Phonology: [uvular]

• Syntax:   [feminine]

Too simplistic!
You need to learn how features can be combined
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Features can be combined
...in a language-specific way

PROPOSAL

Linguistic representations have two types of 
primitives: 

• Syntactic and phonological items (of the X, XP, 
Feature sort in syntax, and of the feature, segment, 
syllable, foot sort in phonology)

• FORCES operating on those primitives
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Forces

ATTRACTION (⊃ ): The tendency for elements to get 

embedded in the same domain

REPULSION (*): the (conflicting) tendency for 

elements to get outside of each others domain
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Forces

F G

⊃ H ⊃ F

* G * H

where F, G and H are features, ⊃ indicates ATTRACTION (in 1, feature 

F attracts feature H, feature G attracts feature F); * indicates 

REPULSION (in 1, feature F repels feature G; feature G repels feature 

H).
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Forces

These forces are seen as properties of the primitives themselves

Example:

A hypothetical language only has a labial nasal m and no other nasals, 

although it has other labials (say, p and b), and that the relevant 

features are [Nasal] and [Labial]. 

(1) [Nasal ⊃ labial]

[Labial] [t, d, p, b, m]

[Coronal*Labial]

[Voice *Nasal]
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What the child 
has to learn



The grammar of a language

The grammar of a language consists of:

a. a set of primitives of the shape [F;  ⊃ G, *H,…], 

with F, G and H labels of e.g. features, labels of 

nodes, etc.

b. a universal combinatorial system
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Feature hierarchy

Phonology Syntax

[vocalic] [person] 

[place]    [manner] [participant]

[labial]    [continuant]                 [speaker]    [addressee]
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Attraction, repulsion, hierarchy

Attraction and repulsion can target any node which exhibits the feature

wh-word/phrase place

wh- [round]       [front]

wh- in situ        C ⊃ wh- front harmony vocalic ⊃ front

wh movement C ⊃ wh- word      place harmony   vocalic ⊃ place   

(see Van Craenenbroeck’s 2006 foot-driven mvt, and others)
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Feature strenght in syntax

Early Minimalism was all about feature strength

Features were disentangled from their hosts, and could be attracted

Strong features: overt movement

Weak features: covert movement

V-movement: strong V feature (etc)
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Feature strength in syntax

Pros:

Possibility to account for the co-occurrence of agreement and 

movement

Cons:

Ad hoc stipulation of the strength/weakness

(is this really a problem, if we want to account for (micro)variation?)
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Attraction 

Syntax: Verb movement, wh-movement, agreement...

Phonology: harmony, assimilation...
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Verb movement and wh- movement

Romance:  V-to-T T ⊃ V

Germanic: V-to-C C ⊃ V

English: V in situ ---
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Wh- movement
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Agreement
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More syntactic attraction

Scrambling

Negative concord

Clitic (doubling)
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Attraction in phonology

Jensen (2004:139)

Turkish vowel harmony
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Turkish vowel harmony

Turkish

vocalic ⊃ color, ⊃ front, ⊃ round

low * round

Dutch vocalic color

front      round
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Static attraction

Phonology also provides static evidence for attraction

In some languages the only nasal is /m/

nasal ⊃labial
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Repulsion in syntax

A feature repels some other feature

In Italian, negation repels imperative

(1)dam-mi la penna

give-me the pen

(2) *non dammi la penna

(3) Non dar-mi la penna

not   give.inf-me the pen  

Neg * inf
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More repulsion in syntax

PCC (3 Dat *1,2 acc)

OCP in syntax (*le lo, *si si, *gli lo)

Also some mysterious forbidden clitic clusters can be accounted for in 

this system, like those found in some Italian dialect

Pescarini (2011: 12)
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Repulsion in Syntax

More cases: Van Craenenbroeck (2006:53-54)
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Repulsion in Syntax

More cases: Van Craenenbroeck (2006:55)

WH <CHE   CHE<CLLD

WH < CLLD 
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Repulsion in Syntax

Van Craenenbroeck’s proposal:

CLLD items are marked as Repel Focus 
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Repulsion in Phonology

Dutch does not have voiced velars

velar *voice

(Van ‘t Veer: acquisional patterns work with features)—

OCP in phonology (Leben 1973)

H*H

(two high tones are not allowed to be adjacent in Chichewa, for 

instance)
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Feature interaction

Not all features interact

No interaction between phonological and syntactic features

This might be a help for learners
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Learning the inventory of your language
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Learning the inventory of your language

Voice, Labial, Coronal

Nasal ⊃ labial

Continuant ⊃ coronal

Nasal, Continuant
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When a learner already 
has acquired features F,G 
and turns to acquire H,
s/he postulates

H ⊃F, H*F
H ⊃G, H*G

Later, properties can be 
removed



Conclusions

Common tools/block for syntax and phonology

What differs is the interface material, not the setup of the 

features

This is more of a program than a model
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